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eled effects. A most recent numerical fit of the lunar orbit
by Williams et al. (1996) finds a 21.2 6 1.3-cm ‘‘realistic’’Solar-radiation and thermal-force effects acting on the Earth

and the Moon are studied in detail. Their essential contribution uncertainty unexplained synodic signal amplitude, the
to the lunar geocentric motion consists of a synodic ‘‘in-phase’’ best-fit value of 21.2 cm being statistically significant at a
oscillation with 3.65 6 0.08 (realistic error) millimeters ampli- very high level. The effects studied in this paper explain
tude. This correction must be taken into account when search- part of this amplitude and reduce the remainder.
ing for a hypothesized equivalence principle violation signal in Nordtvedt (1995) has pointed out that the radiation-
the lunar laser ranging data.  1997 Academic Press related effects on the Moon and Earth are important syn-

odic perturbations not yet included in the LLR model
(see also Williams et al. 1996), and he estimated that they1. INTRODUCTION
contribute a few millimeters to the synodic amplitude.1

This has motivated us to examine in detail the problem ofThanks to the very high quality lunar laser ranging
radiative and thermal perturbations of the lunar motion.(LLR) data the Moon’s motion is a superb testing ground
To our knowledge, it is the first case in which motion offor gravitation theory, including its first post-Newtonian
a major Solar System body needs consideration of radiation(1PN) order relativistic structure. Testing different ver-
pressure forces.sions of the equivalence principle hypothesis, measuring

The characteristic size of the lunar acceleration due tothe de Sitter precession, and searching for a secular varia-
solar radiation pressure is obtained from the total radiationtion of the gravitational ‘‘constant’’ (Dickey et al. 1994,
momentum intercepted by the Moon per unit time,Williams et al. 1996) have been the chief goals of LLR

data analysis. An extension toward searches for more spec-
ulative 1PN effects has been recently revisited (Nordtvedt Arad 5 F0

fR2

Mc
, (1)

1994, 1995, Damour and Vokrouhlický 1996b, Müller et
al. 1996).

where F0 is the solar constant, R the lunar radius, M itsThe estimation procedure of any parameter suffers
mass, and c light velocity. This acceleration mimics anwhenever unmodeled effects of other origins produce simi-
equivalence-principle-violating relative acceleration, andlar range signals. For example, the secular changes which
(1) can be simply converted into a characteristic synodicwill be produced in the lunar orbit from a changing gravita-
amplitude of oscillation (Nordtvedt 1995, Damour and Vo-tional coupling parameter—‘‘G

.
/G’’—are indistinguish-

krouhlický 1996a),able over a short time span at leading order from perturba-
tions caused by the tidal interaction between Earth (solids
and oceans) and the Moon. Such problems can be avoided udrusyn 5

3
2

S(m)
n9(n 2 n9)

Arad , (2)
if the masking effects can be calculated and eliminated
from or accounted for in the range data. This paper consid-
ers a similar effect needing modeling in the range signal in which m 5 n9/(n 2 n9) is the Hill parameter [m Q

0.08085 for the Moon], and the amplification function S(m)of synodic month period.
A signal of equivalence principle violation, if present, is results from the coupling of the solar radiation pressure

perturbation with the solar quadrupole tide deformation ofmostly an oscillation of synodic frequency (Nordtvedt
1995, Damour and Vokrouhlický 1996a), with only minor
sidebands due to the lunar orbit’s eccentricity and solar 1 Actually, the quoted effects affect all principal relativistic tests listed
tidal distortions (Nordtvedt 1996). It is thus of high impor- above, but in this paper we focus on aliasing with the free-fall hypothe-

sis test.tance to ‘‘clean’’ this synodic frequency from other unmod-
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the lunar orbit [S(m) Q 1.622 for the Moon; see Nordtvedt 2% as a realistic value of the above-mentioned error.
Part of this error is also due to the tiny contribution(1995) and Damour and Vokrouhlický (1996a)]. Substitut-

ing numerical factors into (2), one obtains udru 5 2.95 mm. of the unestimated second-order coefficients f2c , f2s , f 92c ,
and f 92s to the synodic perturbation of the lunar orbitTo include a more general model of radiation effects

(variable reflectance patterns on the lunar surface, radia- (Nordtvedt 1995).
tion pressure exerted on the Earth, thermal effects, etc.),
Nordtvedt (1995) assumed the net nongravitational accel- 2. RADIATION FORCES
eration a of the Moon relative to Earth can be given by

Solar radiation absorbed and reflected on Earth and
Moon surfaces exerts force on the two bodies. An estimatea/Arad 5 2 h[1 1 f(t)]R̂ 1 f9(t)T̂j, (3)
of the force per unit of mass (acceleration) related to the
absorbed radiation by the Moon is given by Eq. (1). Coef-with the functions f(t) and f9(t) developable in Fourier
ficients f and f 9 express acceleration of the Moon due theseries,
additional physical causes of the radiative/thermal origin as
a fraction of the lunar acceleration due to directly absorbed

f(t) 5 f 1 fc cos t 1 fs sin t 1 f2c cos 2t
(4) sunlight. As they can be separated into contribution of

several effects we shall label each individual contribution1 f2s sin 2t 1 . . . ,
by an appropriate index. They can be listed as follows:

f 9(t) 5 f 9 1 f 9c cos t 1 f 9s sin t 1 f 92c cos 2t
(5) 1. f E , resp. f 9E , terms given by radiation acceleration of

the Earth due to absorbed sunlight;1 f 92s sin 2t 1 . . . .
2. f AE

, resp. f 9AE
, terms given by radiation acceleration

of the Earth due to reflected and/or scattered sunlight onHere, t is the Sun–Moon phase angle, R̂ is a unit position
its surface and/or atmosphere;vector toward the Sun, and T̂ is a unit normal to R̂ in the

3. f AM
, resp. f 9AM

, same as in 2, but for the Moon;plane of ecliptic and pointing in sense of increasing t.
4. f TH , resp. f 9TH , terms given by the thermal accelera-Because the Moon is locked in 1 : 1 spin-orbit motion, the

tion of the Moon.lunar phase angle t also indicates its approximate rota-
tion phase.2 Each of these coefficients is discussed in some detail below.

Each of the coefficients (f , f 9, fc, f 9c , . . .) corresponds As it is most convenient to investigate the lunar motion
to lunar orbit perturbation with characteristic frequency, in the geocentric reference frame, one must subtract the
and can be submitted to the general perturbation-theory radiation induced acceleration of the Earth from the total
scheme (see Nordtvedt (1995), for a recent review of ana- perturbing effect acting on the lunar motion. As concerns
lytical techniques of the lunar relativistic perturbations see the absorbed sunlight by the Earth we can use formula (1)
Nordtvedt and Vokrouhlický (1997)). Nordtvedt (1995) provided that the Earth parameters (M9 for mass and R9
developed the first steps in this analysis and showed that for radius) are considered. The corresponding piece of the
of primary interest are the coefficients f and f 9. In this f -factor reads
paper, we estimate, by using detailed numerical models,
values of these two coefficients (we call f the ‘‘in-phase’’

f E 5 2
M
M9

SR9

R D2

. (6)parameter and f 9 the ‘‘out-of-phase’’ parameter, owing to
the phase of their dynamical effect on the lunar orbit; see
Nordtvedt (1995)). Our results indicate that the character-

Numerically, one gets f E 5 20.167. Obviously, f 9E 5 0.istic synodic amplitude (2) from radiation absorption is
The intricate part of the radiation acceleration is relatedincreased by about 25%, being the net result of the addi-

to the sunlight reflected on the two bodies (or scatteredtional force on the Moon from its radiant reemissions, and
in the Earth’s atmosphere; items 2 and 3 in the above list).of the similar absorption and reemission by the Earth. The
Their first estimate is given by assuming diffuse (Lam-estimated total amplitude of synodic oscillation of lunar
bertian) reflection on the two bodies with average planemotion due to all radiation effects is 3.65 mm. An im-
albedo values AM (Moon) and AE (Earth). Then, approxi-portant part of our study consists of careful estimation of
mately, we havethe error of the above-mentioned results due to insufficient

and/or bad modeling of radiative effects. Our tests indicate

f AM
Q

4
9

AM , (7)
2 The mean inclination of the lunar axis to the ecliptic does not exceed

1.68, so we shall assume throughout this paper that the Moon’s spin is f AE
Q 2

4
9

AE
M
M 9

SR9

RD2

. (8)
normal to the ecliptic.
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normal nS , and origin of the angle f is irrelevant because
the brightness (9) of the reflected radiation depends only
on a difference (f 2 f0). The function R(e, e0; a) in (9)
includes directional characteristics of the reflection. The
simplest case, already mentioned above RL(e, e0; a) 5 A,
is called Lambertian (or diffuse) reflection with a plane
albedo A. Such a type of reflection/emission law holds well
for thermal (long-wave) emission, but typically it fails to
represent reflection of the visible light both on Earth’s
and the Moon’s surfaces. We shall give more complicated
reflection functions R(e, e0; a) in appropriate sections
below.

On fixing the reflection law R(e, e0; a), we may compute
the radiation force acting on a unit surface element by

f 5
F0

fc
e0 E

V
dV eR(e, e0 ; a)n(e, f), (11)

FIG. 1. Angular parameters characterizing reflection of sunlight on
a local (Earth’s or Moon’s) surface element dS. The spherical angles (u,

where the integration domain V represents the whole half-f) correspond to the reflected light ray, while (u0 , f0) correspond to the
incident sunlight. Angle a between the two directions. space above the surface element, and dV 5 dedf. Related

acceleration per unit of surface is expressed as force (11)
divided by corresponding mass. For the case of the Lam-

Substituting the average values of the plane albedo for the bertian reflection/emission we can evaluate (11) analyti-
two bodies (AM Q 0.08 and AE Q 0.3), we obtain f AM

Q cally with the following result:
0.036 and f AE

Q 20.022, i.e., about a 1% total effect. In
the rest of this section, we try to substantiate the validity
of such simple estimates by introducing more detailed mod- fL 5

2
3

F0

c
Ae0nS . (12)

els of sunlight reflection for both bodies.
We approximate the solar radiation in the Earth and

Moon vicinity by a simple homogeneous force field. How- Integrating (12) over the illuminated hemisphere of a
ever, for further use we need sufficiently general tools for spherical body directly yields formula (7) for the corre-
description of the radiation field of the sunlight reflected sponding force f -factor.
on the Earth or Moon surfaces (and also the lunar thermal
field). We shall speak in terms of the radiative intensity

2.1. Lunar Radiation Acceleration(or ‘‘brightness’’) I, which physically denotes the amount
of radiation energy emitted by unit surface element into Individual optical patterns are distributed inhomoge-
a unit solid angle per unit of time (for definition see, for neously on the lunar surface, which, together with slow
instance, Mihalas (1978)). Introducing a local coordinate lunar rotation, results in nonvanishing coefficients ( fc , fs ,
system attached to the given surface element with its z- f 9c , f 9s , . . .) in the developments (4) and (5). However, as
axis coinciding with surface normal nS , and introducing we concentrate on a precise estimation of the mean values
spherical coordinates (u, f) in this system, we write a suffi- f AM

and f 9AM
, we use averaged models of the lunar reflec-

ciently general reflection law in the form tion, neglecting individual local anomalies.
The fact that lunar surface reflection of the solar radia-

tion significantly deviates from the Lambert law has beenI(e, e0 ; a) 5
F0

f
e0R(e, e0 ; a), (9)

conjectured for a long time (e.g., Fessenkov 1962). This
finding has been confirmed by the first modern work on

where e 5 cos u, ‘‘0’’ indicates quantities for local solar this topic by Pettit and Nicholson (1930). Since then, many
position, and precise data have been accumulated and diverse methods

suggested for their interpretation. We decided to use the
cos a 5 ee0 1 Ï(1 2 e2)(1 2 e2

0) cos(f 2 f0). (10) approach of Lumme and Bowell (1981). They developed
a precise model of sunlight reflection on the porous and
rough lunar surface, and they showed that the generalFigure 1 shows angular parameters introduced above. No-

tice, that the spherical angle u is measured from the local formulae can be with sufficient precision approximated by
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R(e, e0 ; a) 5
1
4

g0

e 1 e0
F2

1 2 g2

(1 1 g2 1 2g cos a)3/2

FS(a)
1 1 rj

1 h(e)h(e0) 2 1G,

(13)

with

j 5 Ïe2 1 e2
0 2 2ee0 cos a/(ee0), (14)

FS(a) 5 exp F2
sin a

0.636D 1 1.828 sin aG, (15)

h(e) 5 1 1 a1e 1 a2e2, (16)

where coefficients a1 and a2 are functions of the fundamen-
tal parameters; g0 , a single scattering albedo; and g,
Henyey–Greenstein asymmetry factor (see Lumme and
Irvine 1982). Lumme and Irvine (1982) used an extensive
set of lunar photometry data for estimating best values of
the theory parameters and obtained g0 5 0.42 6 0.05 and

FIG. 2. Indicatrix of the Lumme–Irvine reflection model on lunarg 5 20.094 6 0.043 in the visible band (assuming D 5
regolith in the Sun-normal plane f 2 f0 5 0 and f [polar coordinate

0.37 for the volume density of the lunar surface layer and plot with ‘‘angle’’ measured from the solar direction given by a short-
r 5 0.86 for the ‘‘roughness parameter’’). The negative dashed line and ‘‘radius’’ given by reduced intensity e0 R(e, e0; a)]. Three

incidence angles of the sunlight were chosen: (a) u0 5 208, curve 1;value of g-factor corresponds to backscattering properties
(b) u0 5 508, curve 2; (c) u0 5 808, curve 3. Long-dashed line showsof lunar soil (resulting in ‘‘the opposition effect’’; Lumme
normal to the lunar surface. The backscatter properties are significantand Bowell (1981)). To visualize this phenomenon, we plot
for large sunlight incidence angles (case 3).

in Fig. 2 reflectance profile e0R(e, e0; a) in the solar plane
(f 2 f0 5 0 and f) for several sunlight incidence angles.
We note a strong backscatter of the solar radiation for
large incidence angles u0 . 2.2. Radiation Acceleration of the Earth

Introducing auxiliary functions
The perturbing effect of the direct solar radiation pres-

sure on the Earth has been already discussed in Section 2
c(e0) 5 e0 Ef

0
df E1

0
de e2R(e, e0 ; a), (17) [Eq. (6)]. Hereinafter, we consider effects related to sun-

light reflected on the Earth surface and/or scattered in the
Earth atmosphere. In accordance with notation in Sectionc9(e0) 5 e0 Ef

0
df cos f E1

0
de eÏ1 2 e2R(e, e0 ; a), (18)

2 we shall denote the corresponding force factors f AE
and

f 9AE
. Because three different models of the Earth’s surface

we express the searched f value related to sunlight reflec- nature are considered below, we label the corresponding
tion on the Moon’s surface by factors with superindeces (1) to (3).

In the first test, we shall neglect atmospheric effects
(clouds) and the special nature of the ocean-surface reflec-

f (LI)
AM

5
4
f
E1

0
de0 Fe0c(e0) 1 Ï1 2 e2

0c9(e0)G (19) tion, taking into account only the seasonally averaged
Earth albedo distribution model. We adopted the model
of Sehnal (1979) which yields colatitude (q9) and longitude(and f 9AM

5 0). We integrated numerically (19) with
(w9) dependent Earth albedo AE(q9, w9) in terms of spheri-Lumme–Irvine lunar fitted values of g0 and g parameters
cal harmonic development (qualitatively, we checked thatand obtained f (LI)

AM
5 0.041 6 0.006, a value slightly greater

the results of the Sehnal model match those of similarthan the 0.036 estimated in (7) from the diffuse approxima-
models; e.g., Stephens et al. (1981)). Employing (12) wetion with averaged lunar plane albedo AM Q 0.08. The
find the following expression for the ‘‘in-phase’’ coefficientdifference between the two values can be attributed to

lunar soil backscattering, which clearly tends to amplify
the radiation pressure. However, the entire gain is not sig- f (1)

AE
5 2

2
3f

E
V9

dV9 cos2 q9AE(q9, w9) (20)
nificant.
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[dV9 5 d(cos q9) dw9]. The corresponding contribution to The plane albedo of clouds depends on the sunlight
incidence angle, growing to 0.75 for nearly surface-grazingthe ‘‘out-of-phase’’ factor f 9 is very small and will be ne-

glected here. Integration domain V9 in (20) is given by the illumination (see Fig. 9 in Taylor and Stowe 1984). Simi-
larly to the ocean surface and icy-region reflection, forwardilluminated part of the Earth surface and thus depends on

the solar position. We performed 104 test computations of scattering with the mean Henyey–Greenstein asymmetry
factor gcl Q 0.85 is observed (e.g., Fouquart et al. 1990).(20) with randomly chosen solar position, and obtained

f (1)
AE

5 20.018 6 0.004. This value is a bit smaller than our For purpose of our study, we adopted simple Chandrase-
khar’s model of sunlight diffusion in plane-parallel atmo-previous rough estimate (8), because the Earth equatorial

regions have albedo values smaller than the average AE spheres with infinite optical thickness (Chandrasekhar
1950) and with scattering centers characterized by single-and the Sun lies preferentially in the near-equatorial re-

gions. reflection albedo g0 and phase function p(x) 5 g0(1 1
b cos x) (x being the scattering angle). Then, the bidirec-In the following, we show that there are two refinements

which act oppositely in changing f AE
: (i) reflection of sun- tional reflection function on top of the atmosphere reads

light on the ocean surfaces, which tends to increase f (1)
AE

,
because of low ocean albedo and specular-like scattering, Rcl(e, e0 ; a)
and (ii) scattering of sunlight in clouds, which tends to
decrease the previously estimated value of f (1)

AE
due to 5

1
4

g0

e 1 e0
h[1 2 e(e 1 e0)

(22)higher cloud albedo. Thanks to satellite Earth-photometry
missions, there exists a large sample of data on properties 2 b(1 2 g0)ee0]H (0)(e)H (0)(e0)
of sunlight reflection on diverse Earth-surface structures

1 bÏ(1 2 e2)(1 2 e2
0)H (1)(e)H (1)(e0) cos(f 2 f0)j,(land, oceans, polar regions, clouds, etc.). We shall employ

results of NIMBUS 7 experiment broadly investigated in
the literature (e.g., Taylor and Stowe 1984; Rubincam et where H(0)(e) and H(1)(e) are the corresponding Chandra-
al. 1987, Mokhov and Schlesinger 1994). sekhar’s H functions. Their suitable approximation is

Reflection of solar radiation on the ocean surfaces and given, together with moment e(g0, b), in Ahmad and Deer-
polar ice-covered regions shows a strong forward, specular- ing (1992). In our series of tests we chose g0 Q 0.92 and
like scattering (see Taylor and Stowe 1984), especially for b Q 21 (Irvine 1975, Fouquart et al. 1990). This choice
large incidence angles of the solar radiation. Rubincam et fits well the observed cloud albedo dependence on solar
al. (1987) fitted the satellite born data of Taylor and Stowe incidence angle (u0): Acl(u0) Q 0.75–0.15 cos u0 (e.g.,
(1984) and obtained a simple representation of the direc- Raschke et al. 1973, Taylor and Stowe 1984).
tional ocean reflectance Obviously, we lack a predictive model for cloud distribu-

tion over the Earth surface and use statistical information
only. According to satellite born data reported by MokhovRoc(e, e0 ; a) 5 (0.45 2 0.35e0)[c1 exp(2c/c0)

(21) and Schlesinger (1994) the mean cloudiness is 57% with
1 0.6 exp(3e/f)]/B, seasonal and hemispheric variations. In our third test, we

randomly filled the Earth surface by clouds with this mean
with cos c 5 2ee0 2 cos a, c1 5 6 2 5.3e0 , and c0 5 cloudiness occupation and integrated 104 configurations as
(f/9)(1 1 e0). Denominator term B is determined by nor- before. The resulting ‘‘in-phase’’ force-factor is f (3)

AE
5

malization of R(e, e0 ; a) to unity. The first term in the 20.031 6 0.004. In comparison with f (2)
AE

we observe a
bidirectional function (21) models specular-like patterns decrease due to high albedo of clouds; however, the for-
of reflection, while the second corresponds to the observed ward scattering properties of cloud reflection increase the
limb brightening. Again, we performed 104 test runs, locat- total computed force.
ing the Sun randomly on the ecliptic, and computed f ‘‘in- We thus conclude that (statistically) the force-factor
phase’’ factor with the Rubincam et al. directional function f AE

due to sunlight reflected on the Earth surface never
(21). In our calculation we used a detailed ocean mask on exceeds 20.035. This limit will be taken as the ‘‘conserva-
the Earth surface, deciding individually whether the Earth tive’’ estimate of f AE

in the following considerations.
surface element contributing to the total force-factor
belongs to continent or ocean. Our final result, f (2)

AE
5 3. THERMAL ACCELERATION OF THE MOON

20.013 6 0.003, is approximately by a factor 1.5 smaller
than f (1)

AE
. There are two principal reasons: (i) the ocean Determination of the temperature distribution on sur-

faces of celestial bodies has served as an important key inalbedo is significantly smaller than that of continents (Tay-
lor and Stowe 1984), and (ii) forward (specular-like) scat- several problems of Solar System physics, from determina-

tion of the surface properties to estimating asteroid radii.tering of sunlight does not contribute to the total force
exerted on the Earth’s illuminated hemisphere. Occasionally, the dynamical implications of the tempera-
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ture inhomogeneities have been addressed in the context of with about a 52% percent contribution of the radiation
diffusion term at T Q 300 K (Glegg et al. 1966). Introducingmotion of the asteroids and their fragments (e.g., Peterson

1976, Burns et al. 1979, Rubincam 1995) and motion of an averaged thermal conductivity K0 at the reference sub-
solar temperature on the Moon TSS [«sT 4

SS ; (1 2 A)F0],artificial satellites (e.g., Rubincam 1987, Afonso et al. 1989,
Farinella and Vokrouhlický 1996). Owing to slow rotation one can estimate width of the skin layer in the lunar soil

in which the thermal wave propagates by (e.g., Wesselinkof the Moon, the corresponding thermal effect, studied
hereafter, falls in the class of ‘‘diurnal’’ Yarkovsky effects 1948, Spencer et al. 1989)
(e.g., Peterson 1976, Burns et al. 1979).

Similar to the local anomalies of the sunlight reflection
ls Q ! K0

rnC
. (27)on the lunar surface mentioned above, there exist local

thermal patterns. The thermal regime of particular craters,
deep depressions, or highlands may exhibit differences Here, n denotes, as before, the angular synodic frequency
from the averaged model involved below (e.g., Savail and of lunar rotation. In case of lunar soil one obtains a few-
Fanale 1994). Having in mind the proper task of this pa- centimeter slab, which well supports the one-dimensional
per—estimation of the mean force factors f and f 9—it approximation (23). Spencer et al. (1989) pointed out that
seems appropriate to avoid such local features on the lu- the solution of the thermal response of the body to the
nar surface. external radiative heating is uniquely determined by the

value of the thermal parameter
3.1. Thermal Model of the Lunar Soil

The heat transfer problem in the lunar soil can be ap- Q 5
GÏn

«sT 3
SS

. (28)
proximated with sufficient accuracy by a one-dimensional
diffusion equation,

We keep Spencer et al. (1989) notation by denoting thermal
inertia as G ; ÏK0 rC. One obtains G Q 50 J m22

sec21/2K21 and TSS Q 392.3 K for lunar regolith parameters,rC
T
t

5


x FK(T)
T
xG, (23)

leading thus to Q Q 0.025. Physically, Q expresses the ratio
of the characteristic time scale for radiating the amount
of accumulated energy to the rotation period of the body,yielding a temperature distribution T(x, t) at depth x and
i.e., ability of the surface to keep up with diurnal insolationtime t. Here, we adopted the following notation: r, lunar
changes (see Farinella and Vokrouhlický (1996) for fur-surface density; C, specific heat capacity; and K, thermal
ther discussion).conductivity of regolith. Boundary conditions which are

We adopted a numerical scheme discussed in detail byto be considered together with (23) read
Spencer et al. (1989) with iterative solution of the energy
balance (24) on the lunar surface, a method which proved
to be sufficiently fast for further use. Figure 3 shows the«sT 4

0 5 K(T0) ST
xD0

1 (1 2 A)F0 , (24)
thermal history of surface elements at different lunar colat-
itudes q during one lunation when the Sun is assumed to
be at the lunar equator. The phase angle w is chosen suchST

xDy
5 0, (25)

that w 5 0 corresponds to passage of a given element
through the solar meridian, so that the interval f/2 to
3f/2 corresponds to ‘‘lunar night.’’ The temperature is nor-where F0 denotes scalar radiation flux imposed on the
malized to the reference subsolar value TSS . The equatorialsurface, « the infrared emissivity, s the Stefan–Boltzmann
temperature decreases down to about 100 K, in goodconstant, and A the plane albedo). Indexes 0 and y corre-
agreement with the observations (Wesselink 1948, Sintonspond to x 5 0 (surface) and x R y (‘‘large depth’’),
1962). We notice that the temperature variations are com-respectively. As A (Q0.08) is very small for the lunar soil,
plicated function of phase w which cannot be easily approx-the thermal effects turn out to be particularly important
imated by a few first Fourier harmonics.for goals of this study.

Temperature dependence of the thermal conductivity
3.2. Lunar Thermal AccelerationK(T) is physically induced by penetration of sunlight into

the porous regolith. Wesselink (1948) (followed by Glegg Once the temperature distribution on the lunar surface
et al. 1966) derived the law has been fixed, we can compute the corresponding thermal

acceleration. The flux F0 from (11) is to be expressed
by the Stefan–Boltzmann law of the radiation flux of theK(T) 5 Kc 1 KrT 3, (26)
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priate to this estimate. In this case no thermal memory of
the lunar soil is assumed and incident solar radiation en-
ergy is reemitted instantaneously. A simple calculation
yields f TH Q Fl(1 2 AM) 5 0.409. The actual value of the
in-phase parameter f TH is expected to lie in between these
two extreme values. Indeed, our numerical result falls in
this interval and is very close to the latter estimate.

In contrast to the in-phase parameter, the ‘‘out-of-
phase’’ factor f 9 is negligibly small because of small value
of the lunar soil thermal parameter Q.

Finally, we note that similar thermal effects acting on
the Earth are negligible owing to combination of several
circumstances: (i) fast Earth rotation, (ii) higher Earth
averaged albedo, and (iii) smaller area to mass ratio. We
estimated contribution of the Earth thermal effects for the
computed f factors to be smaller than 0.5%.

FIG. 3. Normalized temperature T 9(e, w) 5 T(e, w)/TSS profiles
during one lunar cycle (synodic month; e 5 cos q). The reference subsolar 4. CONCLUSION
temperature TSS 5 392.3 K. Three lunar colatitudes were chosen:
(a) q 5 908, curve 1; (b) q 5 408, curve 2; (c) q 5 108, curve 3.

Putting together the results of the previous sections, we
compose the final value of the in-phase force factor f 5
f TH 1 f E 1 f AE

1 f AM
5 0.238 6 0.070. The 0.07 error is

graybody with emissivity «: «sT 4. As the temperature de- a rather conservative value, obtained by doubling the esti-
pends on a particular surface element on the Moon, we mated Earth albedo contribution f AE

(see Section 2.2) plus
must integrate over the entire lunar surface S an estimate of the thermal factor f TH uncertainty. The

estimate (2) of the in-phase amplitude of the synodic oscil-
a/Arad 5 2

2
3f

(1 2 A) E
S

dV(q, w)T 94(q, w)n(q, w), (29) lation of the lunar orbit is then to be multiplied by a factor
of (1 1 f ), resulting in udrusyn Q 3.65 mm. The estimated
error due to modeling limitations and/or unpredictablewhere dV 5 d(cos q) dw and q and w are selenographic
phenomena is about 2%, i.e., 0.08 mm, including an esti-colatitude and longitude, respectively, of a given surface
mate of the contribution of the second-order coefficientselement, giving the averaged factors
( f2c , f2s , f 92c, f 92s) to the synodic oscillation of the lunar orbit
(Nordtvedt 1995). Owing to very slow lunar rotation, no

f TH 5 2
4
3

(1 2 A) Ef/21q0

0
dq sin2 qkT 94(q, w) cos wl, (30) significant out-of-phase amplitude of the synodic perturba-

tions has been found.
In this study, we focused on computing the averagedf 9TH 5 2

4
3

(1 2 A) Ef/21q0

0
dq sin2 qkT 94(q, w) sin wl, (31)

values of the functions f(t) and f 9(t) from (3), which are
needed for precise elimination of the studied effects from

where the angle brackets indicate that an average over the LLR data on the synodic frequency, a task which is
longitude w has been done. Selenographic colatitude of important for improving precision of the free-fall hypothe-
the Sun is denoted by q0. With the solar position on the sis (gravitation) test. Nordtvedt (1995) showed that analyti-
Moon’s equator (q0 5 f/2), we computed integrals (30) cal determination of the first-order coefficients ( fc , fs , f9c ,
and (31) numerically, obtaining the following results: f 9s) would be of interest for improving bounds on (hypo-
f TH 5 0.399 and f 9TH Q 0.006. We notice the large value thetical) gravitational ‘‘constant’’ time-dependence. This
of the first of the two factors, contributing to enhancement task remains for future work.
of the ‘‘in-phase’’ synodic oscillations of the lunar orbit. Finally, in the precise bounds of the contribution of the

We can compare this fully numerical result with the second-order coefficients ( f2c , f2s , f 92c, f 92s) to the synodic
following very rough estimates. First, we can assume a oscillation of the lunar orbit, simply estimated in this study,
simple law for the surface thermal wave T 9 5 t0(1 1 rests an interesting opened problem.
t1 cos w), with t0 Q 0.572 and t1 Q 0.748 (e.g., Sinton 1962).
Then one obtains f TH Q AoHt4

0t1(1 1 Dft2
1) Q 0.202. However,
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